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1 Introduction
Gauge/gravity duality [1{3] (for a standard review, see [4]) has had a lot of success de-
scribing gauge theories, when derived from the decoupling limit of a system of branes.
But a lot of the recent interest has been instead focused on applications to condensed
matter physics, specically in the study of strongly coupled systems described by relativistic
and also nonrelativistic eld theories. Since gauge/gravity duality relates strong coupling
in eld theory to weak coupling in gravity (and vice versa), we can analyze models that
are otherwise very dicult to analyze. Since however in these AdS/CMT cases we usually

















dual, we have usually less control over the construction. One degree of control is obtained
by analyzing symmetry.
The symmetries of the eld theory are realized geometrically as isometries in the gravity
dual side. In the best known example, type IIB string theory on AdS5  S5 vs. N = 4
SYM, the isometry group of the gravity dual is SO(4; 2)  SO(6), matching with the one
of a four dimensional conformal eld theory with N = 4 supersymmetries [1]. While the
SO(4; 2) symmetry of the anti-de Sitter space is reinterpreted as the conformal group in
3 + 1 dimensions, the group SO(6) ' SU(4) can be identied with the R-symmetry group
of the conformal theory.
In the case of strongly coupled condensed matter systems, we have a variety of numer-
ical and theoretical tools from statistical physics and quantum eld theory [5, 6], but they
usually are hard to use. In the case of relativistic systems, the tools of AdS/CFT are applied
in the usual way. But in the case of systems with non-relativistic spacetime symmetries,
we rst dene the non-relativistic algebra and then we try to realize it geometrically [7{12].
There are two symmetry algebras that are relevant in the nonrelativistic case (see [13]
and references therein). The rst one, known as Lifshitz algebra, contains the generators
for rotations fMijg, translations fPig, time translations fHg and dilatations D, satisfying
the standard commutation relations for fMij ; Pi; Hg together with
[D;Mij ] = 0 ; [D;Pi] = iPj ; [D;H ] = izH ; (1.1a)
and in [14] the geometric realization of the above symmetry (which has been embedded in














As we can see, for z = 1 we recover Anti-de Sitter space.
A second relevant algebra is the conformal Galilean algebra which contains, besides the
generators for rotations fMijg, translations fPig, time translations fHg and dilatations
D, also the \Galilean boosts", generated by Ki, with nontrivial commutators
[Mij ;Kk] = i(ikKj   jkKi) ; [Pi;Kj ] =  iijN ; [Ki; H] =  iPi ;
[D;Ki] = i(1  z)Ki :
(1.2a)
In the special case z = 2, the algebra is called the Schrodinger algebra. Here N is the
number operator, which counts the number of particles with a given mass m, and in general
has has only one nontrivial commutation relation, [D;N ] = i(2   z)N , but in the z = 2
(Schrodinger) case we see that it becomes a central charge. Curiously, it is not possible to
arrange the D-dimensional Schrodinger algebra as an isometry in (D+ 1)-dimensions, but































Obtaining nonrelativistic gravity duals in string theory turns out to be dicult (see [10{
12, 15{24]).1 In relativistic cases, several dierent techniques have been employed in order
to generate supergravity solutions, see [26{28] for recent developments. One particularly
interesting solution generating technique which has been applied extensively is T-duality.
In the usual case, T-duality relates strings in a background with a compact direction, S1
of radius R, with a background with an S1 of radius 0=R. The physical spectrum of a
string in the geometry is invariant under this transformation, see e.g. [29{33].
This usual duality (on S1) is abelian (U(1) group), but a non-Abelian generalization
for the group SU(2), called non-Abelian T-duality, was introduced in [34] and became an
issue of recent interest [35{41]. This non-abelian T-duality (NATD) transformation has
been used successfully as a solution generating technique [42{54], although some issues
concerning global properties of the dual manifold remain.
Considering the diculties in constructing string theory gravity duals with non-
relativistic symmetries, in this paper we consider NATD of known gravity dual solutions.
In section 2, we apply this technique to the solutions with conformal Galilean symme-
try constructed in [22], and in section 3 to the solutions with Lifshitz symmetries con-
structed in [16].
In order to dene the dual eld theory, in section 4 we start by calculating the quantized
Page charges of the spaces constructed in the section 2 and 3. In particular, we compare
the charges of the Galilean solution constructed in section 2 with the charges calculated
in [46]. We then dene and study holographic Wilson loops in these backgrounds, and in
section 5 we conclude.
2 Galilean solutions
In this section, we rst give a short review of the solutions of [22], which are nonrelativistic
generalizations of the gravity dual to ABJM [55] in type IIA string theory. We then perform
non-Abelian T-duality on them, obtaining new type IIB backgrounds. We consider the
solutions in [22] because they have the nontrivial z = 3, even though we don't know much
about their holographic dual eld theory.
2.1 Galilean type-IIA solution and its NATD
















1See [25] for the embedding of nonrelativistic string backgrounds via the use of abelian T-duality in the
context of double eld theory.
2Using the fact that the constant  is arbitrary, we make the transformation  ! 1p
2
, compared




















































sin2  cos2  (3 + cos 1d1)
2 : (2.2)
Here ds21 = d1 + sin
2 1d
2
1,  2 [0; =2], i 2 [0; ], i 2 [0; 2],  2 [0; 4] and i are the
Maurer-Cartan forms for the group SU(2), namely
1 =   sin d2 + cos sin 2d2
2 = cos d2 + sin sin 2d2 (2.3)
3 = d + cos 2d2 ;
with di =
1



















sin2  cos2 (3 + cos 1d1)
2 ; (2.4b)
that is,
eC1 = eC2 =
R
2
sin   1=21 ; eC3 =
R
2
sin  cos   1=22 ;
A1 = A2 = 0 ; A3 = cos 1d1 :
(2.4c)
We dene the vielbeins associated to the Galilean metric












































dx+ ^ dx  ^ dy ^ dz = 6k
R2
e+ ^ e  ^ ey ^ ez ; (2.7)
where q = 2p = 1p
2
, J = d! is a Kahler 2-form on CP3 and the level k is the quantum of
dC(1) on CP1 2 CP3, that is Z
CP1

















Considering that on the CP1(1; 1) with  = 0 we have (e.g. [46])
! =  1
4












J = E3 ^ E + E ^ E   E1 ^ E2 (2.10)
where we have dened the following vielbeins with relation to the metric ds2CP3 in (2.2)
E = d ; E =
1
2
cos d1 ; E =
1
2




sin 1 ; E2 =
1
2
sin 2 ; E3 =
1
2
sin  cos (3 + cos 1d1) :
(2.11)
With these denitions we can easily see that vol(CP3) = 13!J ^ J ^ J , that is




cos3  sin3  sin 1 sin 2d ^ d1 ^ d1 ^ d2 ^ d2 ^ d :
(2.12)





F8 p = QDp 2 Z ; (2.13)









and in the fourth section, we nd the condition that the radius R must satisfy in terms of
charges of the dual background. In particular, we will see that this condition is consistent
with the results of [46].
The vielbeins with relation to the metric (2.1) for the internal space are dened as
e = Rd ; e =
R
2
cos d1 ; e =
R
2




sin 1  1=21 1 ; e2 =
R
2




sin  cos  (3 + cos 1d1)  1=22 (3 +A3) : (2.15c)
The relativistic limit of this solution, that is AdS4CP3, can be recovered by setting  ! 0.
2.1.1 Nonabelian T-dual of the Galilean background
Now we want to perform a T-duality transformation [40, 41, 43, 58] with respect to the
SU(2) isometry. We construct the matrix Mij , dened by Mij = gij + bij + 
0ijkv^k,
obtaining (since bij = 0),
M =



















We consider a gauge where 2 = 2 = v2 = 0, so that v^ = (cos v1; sin v1; v3), where  2
[0; 2]. We can make connnection to the gauge choice in [46] by making the transformation
(v1 =  sin; v3 =  cos) with  2 [0; ] and the range of the coordinate  is not yet
determined, but we argue that  2 [n; (n+ 1)) as in [46, 59], (see [40] for other possible
gauge choices).
Therefore, the matrix M in this gauge is
M =
0B@ 1 0v3  0 sin v1 0v3 1 0 cos v1
0 sin v1  0 cos v1 2
1CA : (2.16b)
The dilaton in the dual theory is given by







) eb = R03=2
k1=2
; (2.17)
where   detM = [(21 + 02v23)2 + 02v211].








d2 = (z1Dz1 + z2Dz2 + z3Dz3)























Dz1 = dv^1   v^2A3 ; 1
0




Dz3 = dv^3 : (2.19)





































































dx+ ^ dy   
03v1v32

dv1 ^ ^ + 
0(02v211  )























^^ + 0dv3 ^ d | {z }
(closed form)
(2.22a)





















R4 cos2  sin4  cos 1 sind1 ^ d
+ cos2  cos 1 cos(R
4 sin4  + 16022)d ^ d1 (2.22b)
  R4 sin4  cos2  sind ^ d + (R4 sin4  + 16022) cos2  cosd ^ d 

:









R4 cos2  sin4  cos 1 sind1 ^ d
+ cos2  cos 1 cos(R
4 sin4  + 16022)d ^ d1 (2.22c)
+ 16022

(sin2 + cos2  cos2 ) sind ^ d   sin2  sin2  cosd ^ d 
  0d( cosd ) ;
with the term on the last line being a pure gauge contribution. The bB-eld at the 2-cycle
dened by ~S2 = (1 = const:; x
+ = const:; y = const:;;  ) is
bB
~S2
=  0 sind ^ d ; (2.23)
where we also have used that lim!0 sin2  =
R22
4 
02. Large gauge transformations are






bB 2 [n; n+ 1); (2.24)

















In order to nd the dual R{R elds, it is convenient to write the RR-elds before the
T-duality as
F2 = dC(1) =  12
qk
R2
ez ^ et + 2k
R2











e ^ (3 +A3)  2k1
R2
1 ^ 2
 G2 + J31 ^ (3 +A3) +K301 ^ 2 (2.25a)




























tan  et ^ ey ^ ez ^ (3 +A3)
 G4 + L33 ^ (3 +A3) ; (2.25b)
with et = (e+   e )=p2, F6 =    F4 and F8 = F2. Using equations (A.15a){(A.16c) we
have that the dual elds in the RR sector are given by
03=2 bF1 =  0v3 J31  K301=22 e^3 + 0K30 1=21 v1 (cos e^2   sin e^1)
=  0v3J31   0K30dv3 (2.26a)
03=2 bF3 = 11=22 7 G4 + 0G2 ^ hv11=21 (cos e^1 + sin e^2) + v31=22 e^3i
+ J31 ^
"












e^1 ^ e^2 ^ e^3
= 1
1=2










 ^ ^   04v3v1

K302dv1 ^ dv3 ^ ^ (2.26b)
03=2 bF5 = (1 + )(0G4 ^ hv11=21 (cos e^1 + sin e^2) + v31=22 e^3i
+ 1
1=2
2 G2 ^ e^1 ^ e^2 ^ e^3
+ L33 ^
"





e^3 ^ (cos e^1 + sin e^2)
#)
















































































G2 ^ dv1 ^ dv3 ^ ^
or, using spherical coordinates,
03=2 bF1 = k
2
   sin2  sind+ sin2  cosd   sin 2 cosd (2.26d)
03=2 bF3 = kR
4
sin3  cos 

3e ^ e ^ e + 8p cot 1
cos 





















sin4  cos2 d( sin)+022 sin d

^ ^
03=2 bF5 = (1 + )2k02
R2











sin6  cos2  2 sin

6q et ^ ez + e ^ e















2.2 Galilean solution in massive type-IIA and its NATD

















2 = 2, L2 = a0e
 =2, f5=2 L2 = 2m1=20 and m0 is the Romans' mass. In this





















dx+ ^ dx  ^ dy ^ dz :
(2.27b)
Note that the solution is similar to the one in the previous subsection, but there are subtle














































sin2 (21 + 
2
2 ) + sin




















sin  cos   ~1=22 ;
A1 = A2 = 0 ; A3 = cos 1d1 :
(2.28d)
2.2.1 Nonabelian T-dual of the massive Galilean background








where ~ = [( ~21 + 








d~2 = (z1Dz1 + z2Dz2 + z3Dz3)
2 + e2(C2+C3)Dz21 + e
2(C1+C3)Dz22 + e
2(C1+C2)Dz23
= 02v21 ~1 ~2^
2 + 02
n












with ^ = d + cos 1d1. Here we have used that
1
0
Dz1 = dv^1   v^2A3 ; 1
0




Dz3 = dv^3 : (2.31)














dx+ ^ dy   
03v1v3 ~2
~
dv1 ^ ^ + 
0(02v21 ~1   ~)
~

































Given that the original R-R elds are
F0 = m0 (2.33a)

















m0 ^ e m0 ^ eym0 ^ ezm0 ; (2.33c)
where these vielbeins are related to the metric (2.27a), it folllows that the T-dual elds
are given by
03=2 bF1 = 0m0 hv1 ~1=21 (cos e^1 + sin e^2) + v3 ~1=22 e^3i
= m0
02(v1dv1 + v3dv3) (2.34a)















v1dv1 ^ dv3 ^ ^ + ~1 ~1=22 7 F4 + 02F2 ^ (v1dv1 + v3dv3)
03=2 bF5 = (1 + )n0F4 ^ hv1 ~1=21 (cos e^1 + sin e^2) + v3 ~1=22 e^3i+
+ ~1 ~
1=2
2 F2 ^ e^1 ^ e^2 ^ e^3
o










(7F4) ^ (v3 ~2dv1   v1 ~1dv3) ^ ^ (2.34c)
or
03=2 bF1 = 02m0 d (2.34d)




2d ^ vol ~S2 + ~1 ~1=22 7 F4 + 02F2 ^ d










2 7 F4 ^
h


























In [15, 16], an innite class of Lifshitz solutions of D = 10 and D = 11 supergravity with
dynamical exponent z = 2 was considered. In this section we review some aspects of this

















This type IIB supergravity solution has a metric of the form
































where f is a function of  and of the coordinates of the Sasaki-Einstein manifold E5. This
background has also the nontrivial elds3
F5 = 4L
4(1 + )VolE5 ; (3.1c)
G = d ^W ; (3.1d)
P = gd : (3.1e)
We can recover the standard solution AdS5  E5 solution by W = f = g = 0 and the
solution of [15] can be obtained in the special limit W = 0, f = f() > 0, g = g() 2 R.
In addition, the coordinate  is compact and parametrizes a circle S1.
Another interesting class of solutions are those with constant f . When we set f to
a constant, f = 1, the four dimensional non-compact part of this metric is precisely the














Also, in [16], the authors showed that under certain conditions, we can consider the KK-
reduction on S1  E5 and we get contact with the bottom-up construction of Lifshitz
solutions.
3.1 Homogeneous Space T (1;1)
We start considering the particular solution in which E5 is the homogeneous space (SU(2)
































1 ; e2 =
Lp
6















3For  = C0 + ie
 , P = (i=2)ed and G = ie=2d(dB   dC2), where the scalar C0 is the axion and

















and i are given by (2.4a) Using these results and the notation of [41], we see that
eC1 = eC2 =
Lp
6




A1 = A2 = 0 ; A3 = cos 1d1 :
(3.5)





e1^ ^ e2^ + e1 ^ e2

; (3.6)
and this eld strength can be generated by










d ^ 3 ; (3.7)





d. The dilaton and the axion are taken to be trivial.
In the R-R sector we just have the self-dual 5-form
F5 = 4 L
4
 
r3 d ^ dt ^ dr ^ dx1 ^ dx2 + VolT (1;1)

= 4 L4(1 + ) VolT (1;1) :
(3.8)
Note that we can consider an ordinary T-duality and an uplift of this solution in order
to nd type IIA and D = 11 solutions (in this particular case we have f = k).
3.1.1 Nonabelian T-dual
The nonabelian T-duality with respect to the SU(2) isometry parametrized by the ( ; 2; 2)
coordinates in the space T (1;1) has been considered in [43] and was reviewed in [40]. Here we
consider a slight modication of [43], namely now we have a non-vanishing Kalb-Ramond
eld and obviously the non-compact space is not AdS5. Then the T-dual space has metric

























































Dz1 = dv^1   v^2A3 ; 1
0








and nally  = [( 21 + 


















The T-dual NS{NS two-form is

































d ^ d   0 cos 1dv3 ^ d1 : (3.11)




(1 + ) e1^ ^ e2^ ^ 1 ^ 2 ^ (3 + cos 1d1)
 (1 + ) G2 ^ 1 ^ 2 ^ (3 + cos 1d1) ;
(3.12)
the dual R{R sector is dened by
03=2 bF2 =  G2 (3.13a)
03=2 bF4 = G2 ^ 0v1
( 1 2)1=2










0 2v1v3dv1   1v21(0dv3 + 3)




















0( 1 2 + 02v21)dv1 + 
02v1v3(0dv3 + 3)  02 2v1v3^

(3.15a)
















03v1v3dv1 + ( 21 + 
02v23)(









3.2 Sasaki-Einstein space Y p;q
Another possible choice is E5 = Y
p;q, such that the Sasaki-Einstein metric is
















































where g(y) = q(y)=9 + w(y)h(y)2 and
h(y) =
a  2y + y2
6(a  y2) ; w(y) =
2(a  y2)
1  y ; q(y) =
a  3y2 + 2y3
a  y2 : (3.16b)
Here a is a real constant. As studied in [60], in these manifolds there is a 2-sphere bration
parametrized by (y;  ), with y 2 [y1; y2] over a 2-sphere parametrized by (; ). Also, the



























where (p; q) are relative integers and p > q > 0.
We can set the axion and the dilaton to be zero, but, contrary to the previous solution,
this condition does not imply that the function f is a constant. In fact, it satises the
following equation
  4f + 2
1  y@y[(a  3y
2 + 2y3)@yf ] +
1
(1  y)4 = 0: (3.18)































In this Y p;q background, one has






















































d ^ dy ^ d+ L
6
p




2(1  y)2d ^ e

















Using the notation of [41], we nd
























2(1  y)2dy ^ d
bi = 0 ; (3.22c)
therefore
B =   L
2
p




2(1  y)d ^ 3 : (3.23)
The R{R ve-form for the solution is
F5 = 4L




















Finally, the metric of the T-dual space becomes



























































where ^ = d + hwg d and
 = ( 21 + 
02v23) 2 + 02v21 1. The NS{NS two-form is
bB =   L2p
























d ^ dv3 ; (3.28)

























The elds of the T-dual R{R sector are
03=2 bF2 =   G2 (3.30a)
03=2 bF4 = G2 ^( 0v1
( 1 2)1=2










0 2v1v3dv1   1v21(0dv3 + 3)
o
^ ^ ; (3.30b)
with the vielbeins







0( 1 2 + 02v21)dv1 + 
02v1v3(0dv3 + 3)  02 2v1v3^
i
(3.31a)
















03v1v3dv1 + ( 21 + 
02v23)(








4 Holographic dual eld theory
4.1 Quantized charges for Galilean solutions
In [46], the authors considered the dualization of the background holographic dual to the
ABJM theory [55], which consists of a metric for AdS4CP3 in type IIA, together with two
R{R elds, F2 and F4. They also calculated the conserved charges of the dual background.
Considering the eect of the non-relativistic deformation of the ABJM background
considered in [22], we compute the conserved charges of the background that we found in
the last section. We compare our results with [46] in order to see the eect of the non-
relativistic deformation of the background [55]. We calculate the conserved charges of the
solutions in sections 2.1 (massless type IIA) and 2.2 (massive type IIA) separately.
4.1.1 Massless type IIA
We start with a short review of the conserved charges of AdS4CP3 and its NATD solution.
The solution has the metric of AdS4CP3, the dilaton  = ln (R=k) and the R{R forms [46]





in such a way thatZ
CP1





























6 . We see that
these quantization conditions agree perfectly with the quantization conditions (2.8){(2.14)
of the Galilean solution.
In [46], the authors calculated the charge ND5 in the dual eld theory, which was found






In our case of the Galilean solution of massless type IIA, we must consider the same








e ^ e ^ e = 3kR
4
1603=2
sin3  cos3 d ^ volS21 ; (4.4)










F3 = Q^D5 2 Z ; (4.6)
we obtain bQD5 = kR4
6405=2
: (4.7)
But since originally R4 satised the relation kR4 = 32201=2N , the charge bQD5 cannot
be an integer, and in this case, the radius R in the dual theory will be dened through
new relations. The non-integer charge in the non-abelian T-dual theory is a generic feature
which arises from the violation of the condition TD(p n) = (2)nTDp.
In the present case, we see that if we consider the 5-cycle 5 = (; 1; 1; ;  ) 




= n0 bF3 ^ vol ~S2 ; (4.8)
which is consistent with a large gauge transformation bF5 ! bF5 + n0 bF3 ^ vol ~S2 (with
the volume form vol ~S2 = sind ^ d ), and therefore we nd
QD3 = nQD5 : (4.9)
The eld theory on the boundary is a 2+1 dimensional CS gauge theory, as was the
ABJM theory before the NATD. The CS gauge groups have levels, that should be possible

















to calculate from the gravity dual. As in [46], we can dene the levels of the AdS/CFT









where the integrations are performed on the cycles ~3 = (; 1; 1)  (v3; 1; 1) and
~5 = (; 1; 1; ;  )  (1; 1; v1; v3;  ), respectively. In the presence of a large gauge














 volS21 ^ d ; 
03=2 bF1 ^ bB
~3
= 0 ; (4.12a)





We also nd from (2.26f) that
03=2 bF5~5 = k032 2d ^ volS21 ^ vol ~S2 ; (4.13a)
and given that






d ^ volS21 ^ vol ~S2 (4.13b)
under a large gauge transformation bF5 ! bF5 + n0 bF3 ^ vol ~S2 , we haveZ
~5






such that (3n + 2)k5 = 3(2n + 1)k3. Using these relations, we nd the relations between
the radius R and the quantized charges of the background
R4k5 = 32
202





 bQD3 + 2
3
bQD5 : (4.15b)
If we compare our results with [46] we can see that the non-relativistic deformation does

















4.1.2 Massive type IIA
We now turn to the model in section 2.2. We rst consider the model before the T-duality.
We nd















In [22], the author considered the compactication of the ordinary type IIA theory and of
the massive type IIA theory to four dimensions.5



















m0 ^ em0 ^ em0 ; (4.17)
where 7 is Poincare duality in ds27. We then calculate the magnetic D5-charge associated
with this ux as bQm0D5 = 53p538405=2 m0f6 : (4.18)
For the cycle 5, we have bFm05 j5 = 0, so now we obtain bQm0D3 = n bQm0D5 when we consider
a large gauge transformation.
On the other hand, bFm03 j~3 = 0, which remains equal to zero after a large gauge
transformation.









(2n+ 1) : (4.20)
Finally, for the cycle ~5 = (1; 1; ; ;  ), we have that k3 = 0 even after a large gauge
transformation.
4.2 Quantized charges for Lifshitz solutions
4.2.1 Homogeneous Space SU(2) SU(2)=U(1)




(1 + )volS21 ^ 1 ^ 2 ^ (3 + cos 1d1) ; (4.21)
5Since the only relationship between these two theories is Hull's duality [61], the author argued that the
similarity between the 4D actions means that there is a mapping between the Romans' mass and the ux





























on the cycle S2 = (1; 1). Using the fact that bF4 = 0, after a large gauge transformationbF4 ! bF4 + n0 bF2 ^ vol ~S2 , we nd bQD4 = n bQD6 on the cycle 4 = (1; 1; ;  ).
4.2.2 Sasaki-Einstein space
In the Sasaki-Einstein case in section 3.2, we have a similar situation. The quantized charge






VY p;q ; (4.24)









dy(1  y) : (4.25)




on the cycle 2 = (; y).
Again we can use the same arguments from the previous subsection to nd bF4 = 0
on 4 = (; y; ;  ). If we take a large gauge transformation bF4 ! bF4 + n0 bF2 ^ vol ~S2 ,
where ~S2 = (;  ), we also nd bQD4 = n bQD6 .
4.3 Wilson loops
One can in principle dene a Wilson loop variable in the case of nonrelativistic gravity
duals, even though it is not really clear what it would mean in the eld theory. However,
we can simply calculate the observable, and leave for later issues of interpretation.
One way to embed the Schrodinger algebra with z = 2 (a particular case of conformal
Galilean algebra) into string theory is to consider a DLCQ of a known duality [10{13]. The












































However, in [15, 16] it was suggested that for d = 4 and z = 2, the case considered in










and for  = x+ and  = x ,  must be a compact coordinate to obtain a 2+1 dimensional
eld theory dual with coordinates ; x1; x2.
Note that compared with the Schrodinger case, the roles of x+ and x  are interchanged
and x+ is compact.
4.3.1 Wilson loops in conformal Galilean spacetime
The general prescription for the calculation of Wilson lines in relativistic eld theories is
well known [4, 62{68]. Recently, important hints in the identication of the dual eld
theory of non-relativistic systems were studied in [69{73].
We want to consider the Wilson loops for the conformal Galilean gravity dual case in
section 2. This formalism was also considered in [72].
Considering a probe string which is not excited in the internal space directions, our














with  compact and null, for z = 3 (thus is not of the Schrodinger form, which would
correspond to z = 2). We consider the following ansatz
t =  ; x = x() ; r = r() ;  = constant : (4.31)
Given that the induced metric on the world-sheet is G = g@X
@X
 , the Nambu-
Goto action becomes
















As usual, the analysis of the dierential equations (see [66, 67, 70]) shows that the separa-
tion between the endpoints of the \-shaped string that extends from the point x =  `=2








with H2 = R4=r2(z+1). Therefore




























































It is not clear what would be the interpretation of this quantity in the eld theory, since
it was dened for relativistic gauge theories. But we can continue with the assumption
that it still gives the potential between external \quarks" introduced in the theory, and see
what we can deduce from it.




















> 0 : (4.37)
This means that the would-be quark-antiquark interaction is atractive everywhere [72, 74,
















 < 0 ; (4.38)
and this condition means that the force is a monotonically non-increasing function of their
separation.
4.3.2 Wilson loops in Lifshitz spacetime




( 2ddt+ dx2 + dy2) + L
2
r2
dr2 + L2f()d2 ; (4.39)
where the coordinate  parametrizes the circle.
First, we notice that due to the absence of the component gtt in the metric above, we
cannot nd a string conguration such that
t =  ; x = x() ; r = r() ;  = constant ; (4.40)
so one might consider an ansatz with the string moving also on the compact coordinate ,
despite the fact that its physical meaning is rather uncertain [13].
6We changed the notation  ! , and we keep the symbol  to the spacelike worldsheet coordinate.



















We consider the following ansatz (see [70], for similar considerations in spacetimes with
Schrodinger symmetry)
t =  ;  = () ; x = x() ; r = r() : (4.41)













where x0  @x, r0  @r and G  detG = GG. The Nambu-Goto action is given
by





g2(; ) ((x0)2 + (r0)2) ; (4.43)
where
g2 =  GL2=r2: (4.44)























where G  G 1 . From (4.41) we see that r is independent of  and from [16], we already
know that the function f does not have functional dependence on r. Therefore, both sides





= h0() therefore we take  = v , where v is a constant. The right-hand
side gives @f() = 0 and since f cannot be a function of r = , we conclude that f is a
constant.
This means that the conguration (4.41) is allowed just for particular metrics (4.39)
(as in [16]), namely those with f constant, which occurs for instance when the internal
manifold is T 1;1, whereas this conguration is forbidden for the Sasaki-Einstein manifolds
Y p;q. It is rather curious that although we consider the string propagating just in the
non-compact spacetime, the form of the internal manifold can determine physical aspects
of the string propagation.




g2 ((x0)2 + (r0)2)
@x
!







and c0 is just an integration constant. We consider a \-shaped string similar to the solution
considered in the last section, namely a string which extends from x =  `=2 to x = `=2
and it reaches a maximum point rmax in the bulk space.
The boundary conditions for this conguration [67] imply that drdx

r!0 ! 1. In our

















The turning point, i.e. the maximum point in the r direction, is determined by the
condition drdx(rmax) = 0, which gives







In order for c0 to be real, we see that we need v < 2=(fr
2
max).


































[(fvr2max   2)w2   2](w2   1)
; (4.51a)












with (2  fvr2max) > 0.












1  k2 sin2 u (4.52b)
(The constant k is called elliptic modulus and it can take any complex or real value.)7 we




where k2 = (fvr
2

























Now observe that  k2 = (2  fvr2max)=2 > 0, since fvr2max < 2, therefore k2 + 1 > 0,





, and  k2 2 (0; 1), see gure 1.
7Generally in physics and engineering problems, the modulus k2 is parametrized in such that k2 2 (0; 1),

















Figure 1. Graph of the function ( k2).
Finally, following the standard calculation [66, 67], we compute the observable that
would correspond to the energy of a qq-pair (dened in relativistic gauge theories by in-
troducing external quarks into the theory, and measuring their potential), by subtracting
from the string action the action of two `rods' that would fall from the end of the space to





































 I 2(k;w 2) + I0(k;w0)  Ig(k0; w 2) ; (4.55)
where k0 = fvr2max=2.









=  fvr2maxK(k) : (4.56a)








1  (fvr2max 2)2 sin2 u






































































The terms with arcsin(    ) and the terms in the upper limit u! 2 are constants, but we










































= 0 : (4.58)































, we write v =
a
fr2max
























In the gure 2, we plot the graph for three dierent values of a.
























































(a) a = 0:1 (b) a = 1:0 (c) a = 1:9
Figure 2. Graph of bVqq against  k2, for three dierent values of a and n = 0.













= 0 : (4.60)
It is important to notice that, although the potential energy Vqq exhibits a linear
behaviour in relation to the distance `qq, similar to conning theories, we can not say that
this theory is conning, since we have a maximum value for the distance `qq in relation to
the maximum distance rmax. Therefore, if we suppose that `qq < `max, the potential Vqq is a
bounded function of `qq. A similar phenomenon also happens in the calculations of Wilson
loops at nite temperature [66]. Moreover, as we said, it is not clear if the interpretation
imported from the relativistic gauge theories still holds in this case.
5 Discussion
In this article we have studied nonabelian T-duality for non-relativistic holographic du-
als. In particular, using a NATD transformation we constructed novel examples of non-
relativistic spaces with the interpretation of holographic duals, one for a conformal Galilean
theory in massless type IIA, one for a conformal Galilean theory in massive type IIA, and
two for Lifshitz theories in type IIB, coming from NATD of spaces with T 1;1 and Y p;q
internal spaces.
In order to describe the eld theories dual to the non-relativistic gravitational back-
grounds, we have calculated the conserved charges of these backgrounds and we compared
our results with those obtained in [46].
We have also calculated the Wilson loop observables for the holographic dual spaces,
though their true interpretation in the eld theory remains to be seen, and it would be
very interesting to understand. For the Wilson loops in gravity duals of conformal Galilean
theories, we considered that the compact coordinate is constant and we found that the
energy potential between quarks is always attractive. For the case of gravity dual of spaces
with Lifshitz symmetry, we could not consider a constant compact coordinate, and we do
not know the eld theoretical interpretation for the string moving in this direction. The
Wilson loop that we found for this second class of spaces is proportional to the quark-
antiquark distance, but the interpretation of this result is not clear.
It would be useful to characterize further the eld theories dual to the non-relativistic
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A Non-Abelian T-duality
In this appendix we review non-Abelian T-duality, which is a transformation on a back-
ground that supports an SU(2)-structure. In principle we could follow the usual method
employed in [38, 40, 47, 58, 59, 78], but here we review the strategy used by [41], which
has the advantage of giving a closed form for the elds in the RR sector.8 Considering a








 ^ dx +Bidx ^ i + 1
2
Biji ^ j ; (A.2)
in such a way that ;  = 1; : : : ; 7 and all dependence on the SU(2) angles ;  ;  is contained
in the Maurer-Cartan forms i for SU(2), which satisfy di =
1
2ijkj ^ k. Furthermore, in
general this background has a non-trivial dilaton  = (x).
If we dene the eld Q by its components
Q = G +B ; Qi = Gi +Bi
Qi = Gi +Bi; Eij = Gij +Bij ;
(A.3)
one can show that the nonabelian T-dual background is given by
bQ = Q  QiM 1ij Qj ; bEij = M 1ijbQi = QjM 1ji ; bQi =  M 1ij Qj; (A.4)
where the matrix M is dened by
Mij = Eij + 
0ijkvk ; (A.5)
and ijk are the structure constants of the group SU(2) and vi are Lagrange multipliers.
Hereafter we absorb the factor of 0 into vi and we present all the correct factors in the
nal answers. All in all, the dual elds are written as
ds^2 = bG(x)dxdx + 2 bGi(x)dxdvi + bGij(x)dvidvj (A.6a)bB = 1
2
bBdx ^ dx + bBidx ^ dvi + 1
2
bBijdvi ^ dvj ; (A.6b)

















and the one-loop contribution to the dilaton is given by








where  = detM . Besides the spectator elds, the dual theory depends on ;  ; ; vi,
meaning that we have too many degrees of freedom and we need to impose a gauge xing
in order to remove three of these variables.








where Ai are SU(2)-valued gauge elds and Ci are scalars. Moreover, we dene the vielbeins
fe; eig, such that














implying that the components of the metric (A.1) are





 ; Gi = e
2CiAi ; Gij = e
2Ciij : (A.9)





 ^ dx + (i + dbi) ^ i + 1
2
ijkbki ^ j ; (A.10)
and the components of (A.2) are
B = b ; Bi = i + @bi ; Bij = ijkbk : (A.11)




0B@e2(C2+C3) + z21 z1z2   e2C3z3 z1z3 + e2C2z2z1z2 + e2C3z3 e2(C1+C3) + z22 z2z3   e2C1z1
z1z3   e2C2z2 z2z3 + e2C1z1 e2(C1+C2) + z23
1CA ; (A.12)
where  = e2(C1+C2+C3) + e2C1z21 + e
2C2z22 + e
2C3z23 and zi = 
0vi + bi. In fact, it is easy






















Using all these equations, the authors of [41] were able to nd a closed form for the dual
metric and Kalb-Ramond eld,












 ^ dx   1

(e2C1z1Dz2 ^Dz3 + e2C2z2Dz3 ^Dz1 + e2C3z3Dz1 ^Dz2)
 Dz1 ^A1  Dz2 ^A2  Dz3 ^A3 z1A2 ^A3 z2A3 ^A1 z3A1 ^A2 (A.14b)
where
Dzi = dzi + i   ijkzjAk : (A.14c)
For the RR sector the authors of [41] have shown explicit closed forms for the dual back-
grounds. Considering rst a (massive) type IIA sector with elds given by
F0 = m (A.15a)
F2 = G2 + J
i






j) ^ (k +Ak) (A.15b)
F4 = G4 + L
i





2 ^ (j +Aj) ^ (k +Ak)
+N1 ^ (1 +A1) ^ (2 +A2) ^ (3 +A3) ; (A.15c)
one can nd the dual type IIB RR elds as
03=2 bF1 = mzieCi e^i   ziJ i1  Ki0eCi e^i + ijkKi0zje Ck e^k +N1 (A.16a)













 Cb Cc e^j ^ e^k   ziLi3  M i2 ^ eCi e^i + ijkM i2zj ^ e Ck e^k





3 ^ eCj+Ck e^j ^ e^k
+ Li3 ^ e Ci e^i ^ zjeCj e^j + ziM i2e2Ci ^ e C1 C2 C3 e^1 ^ e^2 ^ e^3

: (A.16c)
Reversely, starting from a type IIB solution, with RR-elds given by
F1 = G1 (A.17a)
F3 = G3 +X
i





1 ^ (j +Aj) ^ (k +Ak)
+m(1 +A
1) ^ (2 +A2) ^ (3 +A3) (A.17b)
F5 = (1 + )




















we have the dual elds in IIA supergravity9




e Ca Cbabczce^a ^ e^b  G2 (A.17e)bF4 = eC1+C2+C3 7 G3   zaZa4   eC1+C2+C3 7 Za4 ^ (e Ca e^a)  abce Ca 7 Za4 ^ zbeCb e^c
  eCazaG3 ^ e^a + 1
2
G2 ^ (abczae Cb Cc e^b ^ e^c) + 1
2
abcXa2 ^ (eCb+Cc e^b ^ e^c)
 Xa2 ^ (e Ca e^a) ^ (zbeCb e^b)  eC1+C2+C3G1 ^ e^1 ^ e^2 ^ e^3
  zae2CaY a1 ^ (e C1 C2 C3 e^1 ^ e^2 ^ e^3) (A.17f)
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